
Where Is The Internet Going?
An analyst I used to follow in my investment days, Henry
Blodget, is now an editor for Business Insider, and his own
company  has  been  on  top  of  the  internet  space  since  the
beginning. I like hearing what he has to say because he has
had so many years watching the ups and downs of the firms in
this  space,  and  he  offers  good  insight  into  where  these
companies are going.

Business Insider recently held its annual IGNITION conference
with great speakers from LinkedIn, Google, Groupon, and Time
Warner.

Make the Trend Your Friend
Mary Meeker recently released her annual overview of internet
trends, and I found it to be very insightful. You may remember
that I have discussed Mary’s research and opinions on this
topic in some of my previous blogs. She pushed forward as a
leader in this space with different investment banking firms
and is now a partner at one of the most prestigious venture
capital firms, Kleiner Perkins.

The  Mobile  Future  is  Right
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Before Our Eyes!
Last week, I traveled to Dallas, TX for a guys’ weekend with
my son Tony, his close friend Steven, and my brother Mark.
While there, we also attended the Bills vs. Cowboys football
game. Having grown up in Rochester, NY, I am a Bills fan,
which  is  often  difficult  to  endure.  That  weekend  was  no
exception. Even after a great start to the season, the Bills
lost 44 to 7. Other than that, we had a great time, and the
Cowboys’ stadium is off the charts!

You seem to open your eyes more to what is around you when
you’re in a new environment, so being a bit more observant, I
watched the nonstop mobile usage around me. These observations
made me want to share some recent research that has been
released. Based on the research and my own thoughts, mobile
devices are becoming a powerful force in our lives.
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